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PLEASURE TO PERFORM: FROM TECHNIC TO SENSIBILITY  

Led by SOPHIE GAZEL (France) From March 04-08, 2013 (25h) 

Fundamentals of acting rely on technicals and emotions.  Emotions enable those technicals to serve life and 

human representation through the performance. This workshop helps the actors to understand how the 

technicality could organize the sensibility to serve the performance. Check out the actor's fundamental 

expressive tools: identify body parts and movement, fixed points, suspensions, breath, center of gravity, 

neutral state, spatial relationships and stage presence notion. Permanencies: Open mind, listening and 

complicity. Rules of improvisation: What's a theater proposition? What's a situation in theater?  The role and 

the importance of the conflict, how circulates the “jeu”: What's playing in major and minor keys means? 

Know to identify when the actor is sender and when he is receiver. Be conscious that the space plays as 

well: The look structure the space and every movement made on stage receives an answer from the space. 

The script: When the script starts to play and is no longer only words? What are the tools to stop retreat into 

idea, meaning and psychological?   

SOPHIE GAZEL Director and acting teacher since 1997, she trained with 

Patricia Jaïs and she is graduated of the London International School Philipe 

Gaulier, she also trained during this time with the members of “Complicite 

Theater” and with John Wright. Back to France she met Norman Taylor, Paul 

Andre Sagel (Jacques Lecoq disciple), Tapa Sudana (Peter Brook's actor), Mas 

Soegeng and formed with Pablo Contestabile the Theatre Organic company and 

created the first International training for actors festival in 2001 in France and 

then in Buenos Aires. At the same time she followed university theater studies 

in Caen and Paris (Censier). Since 2001 she led workshops in Spain, Argentina, 

Austria and France. She is director in France, Spain and Argentina of various shows who defend the gesture, 

the picture, the space and the organic words. Her last creations were : «Où va la lumière quand il fait noir ?» 

(clown), “The dumb waiter” by Harold Pinter, “Music Hall” by Jean Luc Lagarce and “Le langage des 

Cravates” that she wrote and directed (humor of situation / Burlesque) and « Ils ne mouraient plus mais 

étaient-ils encore vivants ? », an adaptation from the original text by Daniel Dalmaroni « Los opas ». 

 

TANGO: body, complicity and play’s tensions 

Led by VERONICA LITVAK (Argentina) From March 11-15, 2013 (13h) 

 

The Tango as a tool of performance for the actor allows in a ludic way to work on complicity and the sense 

of hearing through dance, as a fluent dialog, harmonious, that lays the foundation of the performance 

between two bodies. Through the music and the body language, an impromptu and spontaneous dance is 

created. This dance already tells a story, the story of two bodies that discover and learn themselves. As well, 

it’s a group work even if the tango is a dance for two people; dancers share a group experience in a same 

physical and musical space. In the end what interest us, it’s not to execute perfectly the steps of tango but 

find in ourselves and with the partner a personal dance that allows to the actors to live physically the 

sensation to perform together.  

VERONICA LITVAK She graduated in Choreographic composition at the IUNA, 

she studied classical dance, contemporary dance, acting techniques and yoga in 

Argentina, France and United States. Since 1995 she studies Tango as well as a dance 

as a cultural expression. She teaches tango and dance in her own creations in 

Argentina, Uruguay, Spain, Italy, France, Austria, United Kingdom, and Switzerland. 

She is a contemporary dance and choreographic dance teacher at the IUNA. She is the 

co-founder of the dance group “Tango protesta”, with whom she toured in Argentina 

and in many countries all over the world. She received some awards like the "estimulo 

a la creación 2009" from the IUNA, and received some grants in 2004, 2008 and 2010. 



IMPRO ... METHODOLOGY OF THE THEATRICAL CREATION 

Led by MARCELO SAVIGNONE (Argentina) From March 11-15, 2013 (15h) 

 

 

From the basic technics of improvisation, this workshop offers to participants a way to experiment and 

evaluate the different performance abilities and dynamics that allow nurturing and developing a theatrical 

situation.  How to create endless possibilities for the construction of a scene? From simple constraints, the 

improviser becomes a true instrument of the theatrical creation developing the situations in the now and 

here. The purpose of this workshop is to refine the availability of the actor in his creation work, to help him 

to develop a ludic body, to stimulate his own creativity and his capacity to open himself and to associate 

ideas in the situations he creates.  

 

 

Teacher since 1998, MARCELO SAVIGNONE has led several workshops in Spain, 

Peru, Colombia, and Chili. He trained with great masters as R. Bartis, P. Audivert, C. 

Moreira, R. Sokolowicz, G. Angelelli, G. Chame, A. Catalán, D. Casablanca and S. 

Rivero. In 1996, he founded the company “Sucesos Argentinos”. 

In 2001, he became the artistic head of the theater Belisario, transforming it in a 

multidisciplinary place. “La Esperata”, “Mojiganga”, “El Comeclavos”, “En Sincro”, 

“Felis”, “El vuelo”… are some of the performances who have been played in this 

theater since 2001. He acted in several shows as "Suerte" a Burlesque solo 

performance treating the theme of suicide, "Arlequino, servidor de dos patrones", 

"Hamlet", "Vivo" an improvisation solo performance with Balinese masks and « HxH » a solo performance 

about Hamlet narrated by Hamlet. 

 

  

MUSICAL AND VOCAL TRAINING FOR ACTORS  

Led by LINDA WISE (France) From March 18 - 29 mars, 2013 (60h) 

Before becoming a controlled musical instrument, or the modulated support of language, the voice is a 

fabulous means of expression, linked to our innermost impulses. Each sound, from the most ethereal sigh to 

a wrenching scream, from the highest coloratura to the lowest of growls, must claim its place in our artistic 

imagination. 1) FOUNDATIONS: The workshop begins by using different forms of physical preparation, 

engaging each individual’s voice both technically and imaginatively. The group and individual explorations 

of breathing, movement and body alignment allow access to the vocal spaces, registers and textures of each 

participant. Time is given to delve into lesser-known, “un-natural” areas of the voice and to explore the 

relationships between sound, singing, text and emotion. 2) IMPROVISATION and INTERPRETATION: 

The move from exploration to creation is subtle, but through improvisation and interpretation of text and 

sound, each participant will be encouraged to create, compose and perform. Please come with a text or song 

learned by heart.  

Actress. Theatre director. Voice teacher. LINDA WISE was born in Kenya and trained 

at the Royal Scottish Academy of Music and Drama. She worked with Roy Hart from 

1969 until his death in 1975. Member of the original Roy Hart Theatre and founder 

member of the Roy Hart Centre in the South of France. Linda is invited to direct, teach 

and act throughout the world. In recent years she has directed, among other things, a 

series of solos for women performers, and a Jazz Opera and a work about Abélard and 

Héloise (« The Thorn of Desire ») in New York. She has taught voice in the National 

Theatre Schools of Copenhagen, Norway, Australia, New Zealand, Chile and Scotland 

and is a visiting teacher at the Limoges and Strasbourg French National Theatre Schools.  

 

 



 

EXPRESSIVE MASKS  

Led by ALFREDO IRIARTE (Argentina) From April 01-06, 2013 (42h) 

Attain the character from the figure. It’s a mask approach by the reading of his lines, his tensions, the 

movements that he creates and his contradictions. How the mask becomes a type of geographical map 

proposing a walk, a gesture grammar and its own poesy that we can discover progressively during the work 

process. It's about discovering the expressive mask dynamics in an individual and collective way. This 

development gives the opportunity to each participant to realize an expressive mask. Then, we will discover 

how the expressive mask serves the work of the actors in the construction of a character. 

 

ALFREDO IRIARTE : He trained in mask performance, mime, clown and puppet 

theater as well that he worked as scenographer and mask maker. He studied in 

Argentina, Uruguay and Italy. He joined the famous Latin America's company 

“Catalinas Sur” in La Boca (one of the most popular district of Buenos Aires) where he's 

still working as an actor, director, masks and puppets maker. His last performance is « El 

vengador del Riachuelo ». He has worked as a coach, director and actor with many 

companies and institutions in South America and Europe: Teatro Núcleo (Ferrara, Italia), 

Grupo Diablomundo, Grupo Los Calandracas, Instituto de formación artística del 

Chubut, Secretaría de Cultura de Salta… 

 

 

HOLYDAYS FROM APRIL 07-14 ! 

 

 

BETWEEN DRAMA AND TRAGEDY  

Led by ALAIN MOLLOT (France) From April 15-26, 2013 (65h) 

What is the « Drama »? The word means at the same time an action dark and solemn but as well every kind 

of theatrical action. What is the tragedy? What are its basis, its nature and its difference with the drama? 

How can it serve us in, in an era that takes its distance with the sacred, the religious?  That’s what we will 

explore, always in relation with the performance (text or improvisation). I  The drama: From three classic 

scenes, we will search the necessary ingredients to build a dramatic scene. II The tragedy: How to build a 

tragic chorus, to give it a shape and autonomy? What can we make with it relative to the drama? Using the 

«neutral mask» we will try to work on the elements (water, fire, air and earth), to find a cosmic and poetic 

dimension in the performance. Finally we should fine a mixture of drama and tragedy, to serve the author: 

Dostoevsky, he offers us a land application about the interpenetration of the two styles. At the end, the 

participants will work from the texts of Dostoevsky.  

 

ALAIN MOLLOT Born in 1948; Director of “Théâtre de la Jacquerie” in Paris and co-

director of “Théâtre Romain Rolland” in Villejuif, Alain Mollot graduated of “L'institut 

des carrières artistiques”, of “L'université Internationale du theatre” and of “the 

international school Jacques Lecoq” where he later became teacher from 1987 to 1999. 

Since 1994 he is teaching in “International Puppet Institute school of Charleville-

Mézières”. He began as assistant next to the director Henri Sala at the “Théâtre des 

puces”. From 1972 he became director. In 1974 he co-founded and led the “Théâtre de la 

Jacquerie” where he created the biggest part of his director work, more than fifty 

creations until now. Since 1982 he wrote and adapted novels and short stories for the 

stage. He ordered a journalist to interview people living in paris suburbs about theme as “family”, “labor”, 

“nation”. Those interviews became the principal matter of his creations “Des pères et des hommes”, “Paroles 

de mères”, “Comme frères et soeurs, chiens et chats”, “Roman de familles” and in 2006 “La fourmilière”.  

 



 

MATERIALS AND OBJECTS AS THE ACTOR’S PARTNER 

Led by PIERRIK MALEBRANCHE (France) From April 29 to May 10, 2013 (60 h) 
 

The objective is to experiment a new approach to common materials and everyday objects, in order to use 

them as actor’s partners, and to serve a theatrical and/or a poetic purpose. To begin, we will be doing a work 

based on actor’s/object’s presence in order to improve your listening skills and concentration. Then a 

(re)discovery of objects and materials will help us to use them in a different way, more sensitive. We must 

take in consideration the weight, the dynamic, the texture… and unleash your imagination and feelings in 

order to generate new associations. Then, exercises or improvisations will help us to involve this new 

sensory, physical and emotive link with the object. Throughout the workshop, we will gain some 

manipulation skills. They are necessary to allow a clearer articulation of your vision. At least, all this 

specific work will help us to think about the art of stage writing. 

 

 

PIERRIK MALEBRANCHE Graduated from the Annie Fratellini circus school and then 

at the school of the mime Marcel Marceau, he joined the mime company of Marcel 

Marceau before training in contemporary dance. Actor for the company « L'échappée » for 

nearly ten years, he works occasionally with other choreographers or theater/film directors 

as Philippe Chevalier, Jean François Duroure, Philippe Decouflé (Opening Ceremony of 

Albertville Olympic Games), Jean-Paul Goude, Jean-Pierre Jeunet and Alain Maratrat. He 

leads several workshops in France and abroad (Cuba, Argentina, Brazil, Palestine, 

Norway…) He is currently a performer for the company Philippe Genty. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Théâtre Organic 

 

Sophie Gazel and Pablo Contestabile are the French Argentine company founders « Théâtre Organic» made 

up of Argentine and French artists. 

Creation, Training and Cultural trades form a part of the principal activities of the company. 

The primary focus in our creations is on the physical work of the actors. It doesn't mean that we don't utilize 

text, but that we are permanently looking for links between body, physicals actions, emotions and words. 

Our training includes several workshops led by different teachers coming from various theater movements, 

exploring different acting styles and traditions from Europe and world. 

As to training our interest is trying to find artistic connections between different acting styles, to give the 

actors the opportunity to find food for thought their own desires and expectations concerning the daily 

practice of their art. In that way, we defend cultural trades because they fully participate to reveal different 

aspect and method to act, sharing the experiences of each one 

Two annual “rendez-vous” are organized in Buenos Aires. The main objective of these meetings is to bring 

together masters and trainers coming from different cultures, in order to give rise to new perspective about 

theater practice all over the world. 

Beyond the belonging to different culture and languages, foreign actors bring others body and relationship 

with words, different commitment and stage presence. 

Between 2000 and 2012, actors from 25 different nationalities have been participated  to this training : 

Argentina, Australia, Belgium, Bolivia, Brazil, Chili, Canada, Denmark, Ecuador, England, France, 

Germany, Greece, Italy, Iceland, Israel, Mexico, Netherlands, Portugal, Peru, Spain, Switzerland, Uruguay, 

USA and Venezuela. 

 
To participate please send us your CV and photo by e-mail.  

 

CONTACTS & SUBSCRIPTIONS 

Mail : theatre.organic@gmail.com  

Web : www.theatre-organic.com 

 

TELEPHONE FRANCE (33)6 61 84 96 86 

ARGENTINA (54) 15 6742 9550 

 

FESTIVAL DIRECTORS : SOPHIE GAZEL ET PABLO CONTESTABILE 

 

General management: Julien Barazer 
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